
America Votes State Summit 2022
May 10 - 12, 2022
Walter E. Washington Convention Center
801 Mt. Vernon Place NW
Washington, DC

America Votes State Summit 2022 Agenda
**Times and sessions are subject to change**

Tuesday, May 10

10:30 AM – 4:30 PM Registration Open
Sponsor Exhibit Hall Open

11:30 AM Lunch Served

12:00 PM – 12:30 PM Welcome and Opening
This session will be livestreamed.

After more than two years, we are back together again as a community at the America Votes State
Summit! We reunite in 2022 at another time of great challenge for our movement and country. We’ll
kick off this Summit by celebrating our many successes, reflecting on immeasurable loss, and
restoring our collective commitment to our partnership and the hard work ahead.

Daria Dawson, Deputy Executive Director and National Political Director, America Votes
Kellie Dupree, National Director of Grants, America Votes
Sara Schreiber, Executive Director, America Votes
Greg Speed, President, America Votes

12:30 PM – 1:30 PM 6 Months Out: What’s at Stake Can Make Us Stronger?
This session will be livestreamed.

We are six months out from an election that many predict will result in steep losses for Democrats.

While some in the progressive base have been disillusioned with the process, MAGA voters are

energized and conservatives continue using their power in the states and the courts to launch

assaults upon our communities and our rights. The looming dismantling of Roe and access to

abortion is yet another stark example of the Right’s tenacious extremism.

With so much at stake, failure is simply not an option. How will progressives defy the polls and

prognosticators in 2022? This panel of incredible leaders will consider how progressives will rally to

meet the challenge and win again in 2022. Is it possible that the multitude of attacks from the Right -

on women, immigrants, public education, LGBTQ+ and other communities - can also fuel our

resurgence and help us to defy the recent history of midterm elections?

Sara Schreiber, Executive Director, America Votes (Moderator)
Laphonza Butler, EMILY’s List
Cristina Tzintzún Ramirez, NextGen America
Karen White, National Education Association
Maya Wiley, Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights
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1:30 PM – 2:30 PM Re-Engaging the Blue Surge & Winning a (Multiple) Choice Election
This session will be livestreamed

More than 90 million Americans voted for a Democratic candidate over the past four years, creating

the largest-ever pool of potential midterm voters for progressives to mobilize. Yet indications are

that many who mobilized to defeat Trump are disillusioned, and off-year elections have seen

staggeringly high turnout among MAGA conservatives. Further, recent midterm elections have been

referendums on the incumbent White House and won by higher turnout of the party out of power.

This panel of leading national and state strategists will consider how progressives can succeed by

thinking of 2022 as a multiple choice election: 1) millions of Blue Surge voters must see their stake in

the process and choose to turnout again; 2) the entire electorate must be given a choice in this

midterm, contrasting Democrats and progressives’ agenda with MAGA Republicans who seek

power at any cost and will use it to destroy our democracy and protect the very powerful.

Greg Speed, President, America Votes (Moderator)
LaNeisha Dawson, Nevada State Director, America Votes
Navin Nayak, Center for American Progress
Terrance Woodbury, HIT Strategies

2:30 PM – 3:00 PM A Conversation with Congressman Cedric Richmond, Senior Advisor to the President and
Director of the Office of Public Engagement
This session will be livestreamed

We’re thrilled to be joined by one of President Biden’s closest advisers, the Honorable Cedric
Richmond, to hear about his time leading the Office of Public Engagement for the Biden
Administration and what we can do to support a bold progressive agenda.

The Honorable Cedric Richmond, Senior Advisor to the President of the United States & Director
of the Office of Public Engagement
Daria Dawson, Deputy Executive Director & National Political Director, America Votes (Moderator)

3:00 PM – 3:15 PM Break

3:15 PM – 4:30 PM Breakout Sessions - Rebuilding a Winning Coalition

Re-Energizing the Youth Vote
Turnout among younger voters surged throughout the Trump era and was critical to many victories.
With many polls now showing lower levels of engagement and enthusiasm among younger voters,
what are effective strategies for reengaging youth, especially BIPOC youth communities, in this
fight in 2022 and beyond?

Lillie Catlin, NextGen America (Moderator)
Quincy Abramson, New Hampshire Youth Movement
Rachel Gilmer, Dream Defenders
Amit Mistry, Alliance for Youth Action
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Abortion is on the Ballot
What does it mean when abortion is on the ballot in a way that hasn’t been true for generations - if
ever? How does that shape our opportunity in 2022 - from ballot measures to mayors and sheriffs
to state legislatures and constitutional offices to control of Congress? This session will explore the
charged, emotional, and polarized reality of connecting elections to abortion access and the
opportunity to capture new energy in the fight to ensure access to reproductive justice.

Shwetika Baijal, Planned Parenthood Action Fund (Moderator)
Dusti Gurule, COLOR
Leslie Martes, Democratic Legislative Campaign Committee
Montica Talmadge, Lillian’s List
Amanda Trump, Democratic Attorneys General Association

How High is Up? The Impact of Historically High Turnout
Voter turnout in the 2020 election was exceptionally high, with 66.8% of eligible voters casting
ballots, the highest share since 1900. And 2018 also saw the highest midterm turnout in a century.
However, 2020’s voting spike occurred for both Democrats and Republicans, meaning success for
Democrats varied across the country and down the ballot. What does it mean that more people than
ever are voting? What are our expectations for turnout this year and how do those assumptions
affect our path to victory? In this breakout session we'll have a conversation about how historically
high voter turnout impacts organizing to win in 2022.

Mario Yedidia, UNITE HERE (Moderator)
Marissa Luna, Alliance for a Better Minnesota
Yolanda Perkins, WISDOM
Aisha Yaqoob Mahmood, Asian American Advocacy Fund
Todd Zimmer, Down Home North Carolina

What Just Happened? Post-2020 Redistricting & What to Expect Next
As the endgame of redistricting plays out in several key states, a few things are coming into focus.
Although there will be fewer competitive seats, the U.S. House majority is likely to be in play
through the decade. Next, Republicans’ longstanding assault on voting rights has extended to
minority representation, with many new GOP gerrymandered districts undermining BIPOC voters’
ability to elect candidates of their choice. Finally, it ain’t really over - re-redistricting is anticipated in
many states in 2023 and beyond. An outstanding panel of redistricting experts and community
stakeholders will break down what just happened and what to expect from here.

Liz Wester, National Democratic Redistricting Committee (Moderator)
Dan Crawford, North Carolina League of Conservation Voters
Aunna Dennis, Common Cause Georgia
Angela Lang, Black Leaders Organizing for Communities
Alexis Miller, AFSCME
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Key 2022 Ballot Measures
Democracy - quite literally - is on the ballot. There are a record number of ballot measures in 2022
related to how we administer our elections - from conservative attacks to pro-active opportunities
to expand ballot access. Simultaneously, ballot measures are being used to advance a host of
progressive policies and build progressive power - even while direct democracy itself is threatened
by conservative forces. This session will illuminate the 2022 ballot measure landscape, share
insights into how states are organizing themselves and using this tool, and provide strategies on
how states can prepare to use ballot measures in 2024.

Mawj Mohammed, Michigan Voting Rights Manager, America Votes (Moderator)
Brad Christian-Sallis, Ballot Initiative Strategy Center
Molly Fleming, Missouri Organizing and Voter Engagement Collaborative (MOVE)
Gina Moore, Ballot Initiative Strategy Center

You Have to Give Them Hope: Rallying in Defense of LGBTQ Communities
The LGBTQ community has endured disgusting smears and ferocious attacks from conservative in
so many states, local jurisdictions and media outlets - an assault that has intensified over the past
year. Amid assaults on many fronts, how can progressive allies rally in defense of our LGBTQ
neighbors and hold the Right accountable for their destructive smears?

Fran Hutchins, Equality Federation (Moderator)
Reg Calcagno, Human Rights Campaign
Victoria Kirby-York, National Black Justice Coalition
Joe Saunders, Equality Florida
Emmett Schelling, Transgender Education Network of Texas (TENT)

(VIRTUAL ONLY) Getting to know AV Summit Attendees
Virtual Summit participants will have an opportunity to interact directly with others in small groups on the
Cvent viewing platform.

4:30 PM –4:45 PM Break

4:45 PM – 5:45 PM It Ain’t All Bad News: Legislative, Administrative, and Advocacy Paths to Expanding
Freedoms to Vote
This session will be livestreamed.

While a significant number of anti-democracy bills have been introduced since the 2020 General
Election, voters across many states will benefit from more voting opportunities this year than they
did in the most recent midterm. We must be vigilant in fighting against efforts to limit voting, and we
must also employ a proactive pro-democracy strategy to expand access to the ballot box through
legislative, administrative, and advocacy avenues, regardless of the state’s power structure.

Carolina Lopez, National Voting Rights Program Director, America Votes (Moderator)
Jake Atcheson Matilsky, Center for Secure and Modern Elections
Tiana Epps-Johnson, Center for Tech and Civic Life
Jasmine Nears, Wisconsin State Director, America Votes
Sam Oliker-Friendland, Institute for Responsive Government
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6:00 PM – 8:00 PM Award Reception: Honoring the Leadership of Stephanie Schriock
This session will be livestreamed starting at 6:15pm.

Join America Votes in recognizing the 2022 recipient of the Cecile Richards Progressive Leader
Award. We are thrilled to recognize the tremendous leadership of past EMILY’s List President
Stephanie Schriock. Stephanie’s incredible efforts over the past decade have grown the organization
tremendously, helping to elect a record number of pro-choice Democratic women at every level of
the ballot. We’re also thrilled to be joined by Stephanie’s successor, EMILY’s List President Laphonza
Butler, who is advancing the organization’s mission at a time when it is critically needed in the fight
for protect abortion access and defend our democracy.

Greg Speed, President, America Votes
Laphonza Butler, President, EMILY’s List
Stephanie Schriock, Past President, EMILY’s List

8:30 PM – 10:30 PM America Votes Partner Diversity Coalition Reception

RSVP REQUIRED. Summit attendees who self-identify as members of historically marginalized
racial communities are invited to join the America Votes Partner Diversity Coalition for an evening
of fun, music and fellowship.

Wednesday, May 11

8:00 AM – 1:00 PM Registration Open

8:00 AM Breakfast Served

8:15 AM- 8:45 AM Pre-Opening Breakout Session:  Mindful Movement & Meditation with Reggie Hubbard

Too often those of us in movement work consider our health and well-being an afterthought, which
degrades the quality of our work because we grind ourselves into illness rather than support our
wellness. The goal of this session is to offer simple techniques and an environment that celebrates
health, well-being and community care as foundational to the work of the movement –
deconstructing self-destructive habits and nourishing our wellness to create new norms rooted in
thriving, not surviving.

9:00 AM – 9:30 AM Opening Session: A Conversation with Special Guest U.S. Rep. Pramila Jayapal
This session will be livestreamed.

On issues ranging from public investment to workers’ rights to voting rights, Representative Pramila
Jayapal (WA-07) has effectively cut through congressional jargon to powerfully advocate for
progressive policies and draw clear contrasts with conservatives. We’re thrilled to be joined by the
Congresswoman for her insight on the current legislative agenda in Washington and a message that
will resonate with our voters this fall.

U.S. Representative Pramila Jayapal, WA-07
Maria Peralta, SEIU (Moderator)
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9:30 AM – 10:45 AM How to Not Repeat History: What Do We Need To Do to Win this Midterm?
This session will be livestreamed.

In 2020, the progressive community overcame enormous obstacles to transform the face of power
in Washington. And while we accomplished a lot of what we set out to do for 2020, we also failed to
meet many high expectations. With power at every level in the balance, we need a strategy for
victory from the top to the bottom of the ballot in the 2022 midterm. And while we have a vision of
which races, states, and voting blocs we need to win, how do we approach doing that authentically
and effectively in a tougher environment? This session will explore what’s on the ballot this year and
the need for a layered strategy to motivate and mobilize voters and win at every level in 2022.

Daria Dawson, America Votes (Moderator)
Jeremy Halbert-Harris, House Majority PAC
Quentin James, Collective PAC
Grecia Lima, Community Change Action
JB Poersch, Senate Majority PAC

10:45 AM – 11:00 AM Break

11:00 AM – 12:15 PM Breakout Sessions (Selected Breakouts Repeated in Afternoon)

Get Out (& Spread Out) the Vote
In 2020, America Votes launched a “Spread Out the Vote” (SOTV) strategy to encourage voters to
vote safely from home during a pandemic and lessen the in-person administration burden on
Election Day. In 2022, our challenge is replicating the historic turnout of the Trump Era and
matching MAGA Republicans’ enthusiasm. SOTV will again be key to meeting that challenge by
leveraging every stage of the election process and informing voters of all options to safely and easily
cast a ballot. This session will discuss how SOTV can increase turnout and protect access to voting
again in 2022.

Josh Geise, National VBM and SOTV Director, America Votes (Moderator)
Nick Ahamed, Priorities USA
Cecia Alvarado, Somos Votantes
Lionel Dripps Voter Participation Center
Ashley McBride, For Our Future
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Election Protection in the Post-Truth Era
Truth is a function of power. In this breakout session, we invite you to examine the nuances of
election and voter protection through the lens of those who administer elections, and those who
fight to keep them democratic. Although this has been a hot topic as of late, voter suppression in the
forms of systemic underfunding, political violence and intimidation has shaped American history.
How do we ensure that the communities we serve and mobilize have their civic participation
honored? How do we integrate this thinking into our yearly programs? What does clerk engagement
mean in a small town of 400 residents or in a metropolis like New York City? How can we keep the
public safe at the polls and acknowledge a history of police brutality and intimidation at the same
time? How do we do this and maintain that BIPOC communities are not a monolith? We invite you
to explore these courageous questions on our path to a more perfect union.

Kelsey Douville, New Hampshire Election Official Program Manager, America Votes (Moderator)
Brad Ashwell, All Voting is Local
Rexhinaldo Nazarko, Emgage
Michael Siegrist, Canton Township
Branden Snyder, Detroit Action

Voter Registration: Expanding the Electorate in 2022
Voter registration is critical to expanding the electorate and to increasing inclusion and
participation in our democracy. After a presidential election in which voter registration efforts were
profoundly affected by the pandemic, what does the registration policy and program landscape look
like in 2022? And importantly, what are strategies to ensure new registrants aren’t simply added
names on the rolls, but become engaged and empowered new voters?

Jasmine Burney-Clark, Equal Ground Action Fund (Moderator)
Enrique Chaurand, UnidosUS
Neal Ubriani, Institute for Responsive Government
Yadira Sanchez, Poder Latinx

Using Race Models: Challenges and Best Practices
In so many ways, authentic and effective engagement of communities demands high-quality data on
race, ethnicity and other critical characteristics that inform our identities. This session will address
longstanding challenges and new opportunities in race modeling and discuss best and innovative
practices for utilizing and supplementing them.

Shoham Geva, Senior National Analytics Manager, America Votes (Moderator)
Yvonne Gutierrez, Latino Victory Project
Wassim Malas, Wisconsin Muslim Civic Alliance
Gilbert Nuñez, Community Change Action
Yasmeen Vinson, NextGen America
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Mobilizing Black Voters
Voter turnout surged across the entire electorate in 2020, especially among Black voters, who
turned out in higher numbers than any elec tion since 2012 and delivered the deciding margin in key
battleground states. The turnout surge didn’t just happen, but came after years of investments in
strong organizations and community engagement. We’ll hear from experts in the field about what
we need to do to sustain high levels of engagement among Black voters in 2022 and beyond.

Phaedra Jackson, NAACP (Moderator)
Jamaa Bickley-King, TargetSmart
André Fields, Fair Fight
Arisha Hatch, Color of Change
Mondale Robinson, Black Male Voter Project

Mobilizing AAPI Voters
In 2020, AAPI turnout soared and their strong margins of support were critical to victories in many
battleground states. There’s a growing understanding that AAPI communities will again be essential
in the 2022 midterms and beyond. This turnout and support cannot be assumed. There needs to be
strong engagement and thoughtful strategy to maintain and continue building support in these
communities. This session will highlight opportunities to engage AAPI voters this year, lifting up the
robust work already being done, and where there are crucial gaps in infrastructure and organizing
capacity that need to be filled.

Nadia Belkin, Asian American Power Network (Moderator)
Eric Jeng, One APIA Nevada
Varun Nikore, AAPI Victory Alliance
Mohan Seshadri, Asian Pacific Islander Political Alliance

Mobilizing Latino Voters
The Latino electorate has never been a monolith and that was clearer than ever in 2020. Even the
terms used to describe Latino voters vary across states and ethnicities. In order to succeed in 2022
and beyond, we must confront the fact that progressives have lost ground in many Latino
communities, particularly among working class and rural Latinos. This panel of leading strategists
will question conventional wisdom and reconsider long standing assumptions for how to engage,
persuade, and turn out Latino voters. We’ll dig into what we’re getting wrong, how we can broaden
our thinking about these vibrant, growing communities, and what we need to do now to succeed.

Miguel Avitia, Senior Deputy Political Director, America Votes (Moderator)
Melissa Morales, Somos Votantes
Andrea Mercado, Florida Rising
Carlos Odio, Equis Labs

12:15 PM – 12:45 PM Lunch Served
Sponsor Exhibit Hall Opens
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12:45 PM – 1:45 PM Keynote Session: In Conversation with U.S. Rep. Nikema Williams
This session will be livestreamed.

America Votes is thrilled to welcome Congresswoman Nikema Williams (GA-05) to the State
Summit 2022! With her background as an organizer, union member, legislator and state party
leader, Rep. Williams’ incredible track record of accomplishments for the progressive movement
makes her a fitting leader to represent the seat previously held by Congressman John Lewis. In this
conversation, we’ll hear Rep. Williams’s perspectives on the road ahead in the fight for voting rights
and democracy protections, and the battle for the House majority in 2022 and 2024.

U.S. Representative Nikema Williams, GA-05
A'shanti Gholar, Emerge (Moderator)

1:45 PM – 2:00 PM Break

2:00 PM – 3:15 PM Afternoon Breakouts (A Mix of Repeated and New Sessions)

Get Out (& Spread Out) the Vote
In 2020, America Votes launched a “Spread Out the Vote” (SOTV) strategy to encourage voters to
vote safely from home during a pandemic and to lessen the in-person administration burden on
Election Day. In 2022, our challenge is replicating the historic turnout of the Trump Era and
matching MAGA Republicans’ enthusiasm. SOTV will again be key to meeting that challenge by
leveraging every stage of the election process and informing voters of all options to safely and easily
cast a ballot. This session will discuss how SOTV can increase turnout and protect access to voting
again in 2022.

Josh Geise, National VBM and SOTV Director, America Votes (Moderator)
Nick Ahamed, Priorities USA
Cecia Alvarado, Somos Votantes
Lionel Dripps Voter Participation Center
Ashley McBride, For Our Future

What’s New is Now in My Program: Emerging Tactics in Theory and Practice
Every election cycle brings new approaches and tactics. This panel will highlight new methods like
deep canvass, influencers, and boosted news, and highlight examples of how they are applied in
practice. This discussion of both researchers and campaign practitioners will help attendees further
understand these approaches including what we know about these tactics and questions we are still
trying to answer.

Daniel Gonzales, National Director of Planning and Program Analysis, America Votes (Moderator)
Trevor Belger, Pennsylvania United
Mary Bogus, Analyst Institute
Marissa Luna, Alliance for a Better Minnesota
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We’ve Learned Something in the Last Two Years, Right? Best Practices for 2022 Program
Voter contact campaigns had to dramatically shift their work with the onset of the pandemic in
2020. As we begin to scale our canvass, relational, digital, mail and radio programs, what are the
current best practices, what lessons are we taking away from remote campaigning and what should
we leave behind? This session will engage leaders from across AV’s state and partner network to lift
up what they have seen works best to engage voters and get them to take action at the ballot box.

Lauren Brenzel, Florida Alliance of Planned Parenthood Associates (Moderator)
Nancy Batista, Poder Latinx
Laura Hernandez, SEIU
Ashley Robinson, Progress Georgia
Jake Spence, Working Families Party

Using Race Models: Challenges and Best Practices
In so many ways, authentic and effective engagement of communities demands high-quality data on
race, ethnicity and other critical characteristics that inform our identities. This session will address
longstanding challenges and new opportunities in race modeling and discuss best and innovative
practices for utilizing and supplementing them.

Shoham Geva, Senior National Analytics Manager, America Votes (Moderator)
Yvonne Gutierrez, Latino Victory Project
Wassim Malas, Wisconsin Muslim Civic Alliance
Gilbert Nuñez, Community Change Action
Yasmeen Vinson, NextGen America

Mobilizing Black Voters
Voter turnout surged across the entire electorate in 2020, especially among Black voters, who
turned out in higher numbers than any elec tion since 2012 and delivered the deciding margin in key
battleground states. The turnout surge didn’t just happen, but came after years of investments in
strong organizations and community engagement. We’ll hear from experts in the field about what
we need to do to sustain high levels of engagement among Black voters in 2022 and beyond.

Keauna Gregory, Black 2 The Future (Moderator)
Jamaa Bickley-King, TargetSmart
Ashlei Blue, North Carolina State Director, America Votes
Mondale Robinson, Black Male Voter Project
Dominik Whitehead, NAACP

Mobilizing AAPI Voters
In 2020, AAPI turnout soared and their strong margins of support were critical to victories in many
battleground states. There’s a growing understanding that AAPI communities will again be essential
to progressive victories in the 2022 midterms and beyond. This turnout and support cannot be
assumed. There needs to be strong program and thoughtful strategy to maintain and continue
building support in these communities. This session will highlight opportunities to engage AAPI
voters this year, lifting up the strong work already being done, and where there are crucial gaps in
infrastructure and organizing capacity that need to be filled.
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Nadia Belkin, Asian American Power Network (Moderator)
Eric Jeng, One APIA Nevada
Varun Nikore, AAPI Victory Alliance
Mohan Seshadri, Asian Pacific Islander Political Alliance
Mobilizing Latino Voters
The Latino electorate has never been a monolith and that was clearer than ever in 2020. Even the
terms used to describe Latino voters vary across states and ethnicities. In order to succeed in 2022
and beyond, we must confront the fact that progressives have lost ground in many Latino
communities, particularly among working class and rural Latinos. This panel of leading strategists
will question conventional wisdom and reconsider long standing assumptions for how to engage,
persuade, and turn out Latino voters. We’ll dig into what we’re getting wrong, how we can broaden
our thinking about these vibrant, growing communities, and what we need to do now to succeed.

Miguel Avitia, Senior Deputy Political Director, America Votes (Moderator)
Melissa Morales, Somos Votantes
Andrea Mercado, Florida Rising
Carlos Odio, Equis Labs

(VIRTUAL ONLY) Getting to know AV Summit Attendees
Virtual Summit participants will have an opportunity to interact directly with others in small groups on the
Cvent viewing platform.

3:15 PM – 3:30 PM Break
Sponsor Exhibit Hall Closes

3:30 PM – 5:00 PM Open Networking

It has been two years since we all gathered together and who are we kidding? The power of the
Summit is in its attendees and the time we all spend making new connections, seeing old friends and
learning from each other. We encourage everyone to use this time to connect with folks or take
some time to decompress and relax before joining us for our evening reception.

5:30 PM - 7:30 PM Evening Reception and Networking

All State Summit attendees are invited to continue networking and toast to the year ahead at an
evening reception.

Thursday, May 12

8:00 AM Breakfast Served

8:45 - 9:15 AM Pre-Opening Breakout Session: Mindful Movement & Meditation with Reggie Hubbard

Too often those of us in movement work consider our health and well-being an afterthought, which
degrades the quality of our work because we grind ourselves into illness rather than support our
wellness. The goal of this session is to offer simple techniques and an environment that celebrates
health, well-being and community care as foundational to the work of the movement –
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deconstructing self-destructive habits and nourishing our wellness to create new norms rooted in
thriving, not surviving.

9:30 AM – 10:30 AM Opening Session: This is How We’ll Do It! Takeaways That Pave Paths to Victory in 2022
This session will be livestreamed.

The past two days have provided a slew of information on what we need to build right now and
going forward, to win in 2022. This session will lift up key Summit takeaways that are critical to our
success not only in the next election, but over the next decade of powerbuilding in the states.

Brandon Boswell, American Federation of Teachers (Moderator)
Kiah Abbey, Executive Director, Montana Votes
Carol Carvalho, Pennsylvania State Director, America Votes
Jennifer Rubiello, Florida State Director, America Votes
Leslie Small, Georgia State Director, America Votes

10:30 AM – 10:45 AM Break

10:45 AM – 12:00 PM Breakout Sessions

State-By-State: Everything You Need to Know About the Plans to Win
America Votes and partners started working earlier than ever on the state plans to win in 2022. The
plans are built to meet the challenges moment by thinking much bigger about our voter targets and
program goals needed to win another election with historically high voter turnout. The 2022 plans
layout the enormous organizing and engagement capacities we need in the field and our strategy for
post-2020 GOTV that not only gets out the vote, but Spreads Out the Vote over many weeks,
leveraging every step of the voting process heading into November.

Pennsylvania and Wisconsin

Joann Saridakis, League of Conservation Voters (Moderator)
Carol Carvalho, Pennsylvania State Director, America Votes
Jasmine Nears, Wisconsin State Director, America Votes
Emiliano Rodriguez, UNITE HERE
Paul Sickel, SEIU Wisconsin

Florida, Ohio, and North Carolina

Hannah Tyler, Ohio Progressive Collaborative (Moderator)
Ashlei Blue, North Carolina State Director, America Votes
Jennifer Rubiello, Florida State Director, America Votes
Maria Diaz, Deputy Florida State Director, America Votes
Rachel Bowman, Ohio State Director, America Votes

Maine, Michigan, and Minnesota

Cory Warfield, Democratic Legislative Campaign Committee (Moderator)
Dave McGonagle, Minnesota State Director, America Votes
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Kate McClellan, Executive Director, Maine Votes
Patrick Schuh, National Deputy Director of States, America Votes

Arizona, Georgia and New Hampshire

Ghada Alkiek, Senate Majority PAC (Moderator)
Montserrat Arredondo, Executive Director, One Arizona
Kate Corriveau, New Hampshire State Director, America Votes
Ben Heppner, Georgia Data and Targeting Director, America Votes

Nevada, New Mexico, and Colorado

LaNiesha Dawson, Nevada State Director, America Votes (Moderator)
Kim Diaz Scott, National Deputy Field Director of States, America Votes
Daniel Ramos, One Colorado
Cecia Alvarado, Somos Votantes
Lydia Hammond, New Mexico Data and Program Manager, America Votes
Justin Allen, New Mexico Voting Rights and Program Associate, America Votes

12:00 PM – 12:45 PM Lunch
Sponsor Exhibit Hall Open

1:00 PM – 2:15 PM Breakout Sessions

State-By-State: Everything You Need to Know About the Plans to Win
America Votes and partners started working earlier than ever on the state plans to win in 2022. The
plans are built to meet the challenges moment by thinking much bigger about our voter targets and
program goals needed to win another election with historically high voter turnout. The 2022 plans
layout the enormous organizing and engagement capacities we need in the field and our strategy for
post-2020 GOTV that not only gets out the vote, but Spreads Out the Vote over many weeks,
leveraging every step of the voting process heading into November.

Pennsylvania and Wisconsin

Joann Saridakis, League of Conservation Voters (Moderator)
Carol Carvalho, Pennsylvania State Director, America Votes
Jasmine Nears, Wisconsin State Director, America Votes
Emiliano Rodriguez, UNITE HERE
Paul Sickel, SEIU Wisconsin

Florida, Ohio, and North Carolina

Hannah Tyler, Ohio Progressive Collaborative (Moderator)
Ashlei Blue, North Carolina State Director, America Votes
Dahnny Roman, Florida Political and Field Director, America Votes
Jennifer Rubiello, Florida State Director, America Votes
Rachel Bowman, Ohio State Director, America Votes
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Maine, Michigan, and Minnesota

Cory Warfield, Democratic Legislative Campaign Committee (Moderator)
Dave McGonagle, Minnesota State Director, America Votes
Kate McClellan, Executive Director, Maine Votes
Patrick Schuh, National Deputy Director of States, America Votes

Arizona, Georgia and New Hampshire

Ghada Alkiek, Senate Majority PAC (Moderator)
Montserrat Arredondo, Executive Director, One Arizona
Kate Corriveau, New Hampshire State Director, America Votes
Ben Heppner, Georgia Data and Targeting Director, America Votes

Nevada, New Mexico, and Colorado

LaNeisha Dawson, Nevada State Director, America Votes (Moderator)
Kim Diaz Scott, National Deputy Director of States, America Votes
Daniel Ramos, One Colorado
Cecia Alvarado, Somos Votantes
Lydia Hammond, New Mexico Data and Program Manager, America Votes
Justin Allen, New Mexico Voting Rights and Program Associate, America Votes

(VIRTUAL ONLY) Getting to know AV Summit Attendees
Virtual Summit participants will have an opportunity to interact directly with others in small groups on the
Cvent viewing platform.

2:30 PM Sponsor Exhibit Hall Closes

2:30 PM – 3:00 PM Closing Session
This session will be livestreamed.

After three days of planning and strategy, the State Summit 2022 closes with the perspectives of
America Votes’ outstanding Field Team as they reflect on the significance of the summit experience
and their hopes for our communities and organizations.

Kim Diaz Scott, National Deputy Director of States, America Votes
DeAndre Jones, National Deputy Director of States, America Votes
Khaled Salehi, National Deputy Director of States, America Votes
Patrick Schuh, National Deputy Director of States, America Votes
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